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ABSTRACT 
Background: Electric discharge machining is an advanced machining process where desired shapes of dies and moulds are 
machined by means of generation of sparks. Controlling of process parameters is of great significance in electric discharge 
machining for producing defect free components. Objective: The objective of the study is to investigate and identify the optimal 
process parameters in electric discharge machining of P20 mould steel with copper as electrode. The machining parameters such 
as discharge current, pulse on time , pulse off time are considered as input parameters and material removal rate (MRR),tool wear  
rate (TWR) and surface roughness (Ra) are considered as response parameters. The experimental trials are carried out based on 
Taguchi method. Results: The result of the present work shows that, both  material removal rate and tool wear rate  increases 
with  in discharge current. The surface roughness increases with increase in pulse off time. Conclusion: In this present work 
Taguchi method based optimization is employed to maximize material removal rate and to minimize the tool wear rate and 
surface roughness. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

The new concept of advanced manufacturing technique uses non-conventional energy sources such as 

mechanical, thermal, chemical and hybrid process. In non conventional machining process tool is  not to be 

harder than work piece. With the industrial and technological growth, development of harder and difficult to 

machine materials, which find wide application in aerospace, nuclear engineering and other industries owing to 

their high strength to weight ratio, hardness and heat resistance qualities has been witnessed. The performance 

of this process is mainly influenced by machining parameters like, Discharge current, voltage and pulse on time, 

pulse of time, electrode gap and also other parameters like work and tool material, dielectric fluid pressure. All 

these Machining parameters have a significant effect on the EDM Response parameters like, Metal Removal 

Rate (MRR), Tool Wear Rate (TWR) and Surface Roughness (SR). MRR affect the output of the work material, 

surface roughness and tool wear reflects on surface finish and accuracy of product [1,10]. 

The Electrical Discharge Machining (EDM) process is employed widely for making tools, dies and other 

precision parts.. It is used to machine the hard and brittle material which is difficult to machine by traditional 

machines. During the process voltage will be applied to the tool. An electrical spark is created between an 

electrode and a work piece. The spark is visible evidence of the flow of electrons that will lead to create 

electricity. The spark will generate the enough heat and it will melt and vaporizes the work piece material. In 
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this study, MITSUBISHI EDM model EA 8 machine was used. The major parts of EDM machine are Power 

Supply, Dielectric system and electrode was shown in figure 1. 

 
Fig. 1: Spark EDM Machine 

 

Ajit singh and Amitabha ghosh [1] analyzed that discharge duration (time) for short pulse, medium pulse, 

long pulse. The electrostatic force is the important factor in the removal of the metal in short pulses. In this 

model they proposed that the electrostatic force acting on the metal surface and stress distribution inside the 

metal due to this electrostatic force have been estimated. Hao Huang et al. [4] investigated performance 

prediction of the electric discharge machining process by using different materials. They proposed that using 

three different materials is to be effective for predicting EDM performance which provides a accurate 

implications to manufacture expensive materials. They performed optimal setting of the process parameters on 

the EDM machine. Izquierdo et al. [5] studied that new contribution and simulation modeling of electric 

discharge machining. The material removal efficiency can be estimated by results of numerical model. Joshi S.N 

and Pande S.S [6] studied that development of thermo physical model for electric discharge machining process 

using finite element method. Numerical analysis of the spark operation of EDM process has been carried out 

using two dimensional axis symmetric processes. Karden and Kaftanoglu investigated that heat transfer 

modeling of electric discharge machining. They performed on uniform distributed point heat source assumption. 

The mathematical modeling of electric discharge machining is achieved by using heat transfer technique with 

conduction as the mode of heat transfer. Salonits. et al. [8] investigated that optimizing the process parameters 

that would improve the productivity. They developed the thermal model for determination of material removal 

rate and surface roughness. Thomas jin.et al. [9] studied the influence of the intensity(I), pulse time(ti), and duty 

cycle(ŋ) over the listed technological characteristics and also determined such important characteristics as; 

surface roughness, electrode wear(EW), and material removal rate. They used a cemented carbide  

They obtained the mathematical models using the technique of design of experiments (DOE) to select the 

optimal machining conditions for finishing stages. This would be done only using a small number of 

experiments. Vinod yadav et al. [10] investigated thermal stresses due to electric discharge machining. They 

developed finite element model for estimating the temperature field and thermal stresses due to heat flux which 

occurs in EDM. They investigated the effect of process variables like current and duty cycle on thermal stress 

distribution along the radial distance. The effect of duty cycle on the thermal stress distribution is investigated 

and they found that increasing the duty cycle will increase the thermal stress. Yasin sarikavak and Can Cogun 

[12] studied that influence of discharge current, pulse time, on work piece material removal, tool wear rate. 

They developed single discharge thermo electrical model of the work piece material removal in electric 

discharge machining. They theoretically investigated effect on generated energy in plasma channel on work 

piece. Simulation was done by transient thermal analysis in ANSYS workbench software. Yakup Yildiz [13] 

studied that white layer thickness and material removal rate were predicted by theoretical thermal model and 

finite element model and they compared the numerical solutions of the model with experimental model values. 
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They investigated the process parameters like discharge current and pulse on time which affects the material 

removal rate and recast layer formation. In this study they investigated material removal rate and white layer 

thickness using experimental , thermal ,finite element model. 

 

1.  Objective: 

The objectives of the project work is to understand the mechanism of electric discharge machining. 

Experimentally study the influence of process parameters like pulse on time, pulse off time, discharge current on 

material removal rate, Tool wear rate, Surface Roughness, by using taguchi method and to determine the 

optimum combination of process parameters. 

  

2. Experimentation: 

In this work, P20 steel material is used as work material. P20 tool steels are used for applications that 

include injection molds and die casting dies. Copper is selected as tool material, since it has good electrical and 

thermal conductivity. The copper based electrode in the form of a rod with a diameter of 5mm and length 20mm 

was machined. Each experimental work was conducted using new electrodes. Copper electrodes are machined 

by using lathe. Experimental trials are  conducted by Tauguchi method by using machining setup and the tool. 

The control parameters are discharge current, pulse on time, pulse off time are varied to sixteen experiments and 

weight of the work piece and tool are taken for calculation of material removal rate, tool wear rate. The 

Machining of p20 mould steel is shown in figure 2.  

 

 
Fig. 2: Experimental setup 

 

2.1 Taguchi characteristics: 

Dr. Genichi Taguchi is regarded as the pioneer of robust parameter design, 

which is an engineering method for product or process design that focuses on minimizing 

variation and/or sensitivity to noise. Taguchi proposed several approaches to experimental designs that are 

sometimes called "Taguchi Methods."These methods utilize two-, three-, four-, five-, and 

mixed-level fractional factorial designs.Taguchi Method is also called as robust design method, greatly to 

improves the engineering productivity. Taguchi method is the definition of a loss function that influenced by the 

type of quality characteristic under consideration, smaller-is-better, larger-is-better, or nominal -is-better.Quality 

charactersitics will define the performance measures, which is called as signal-to-noise(S/N) ratio,which is  used 

to determine the optimal parameters for controlling factors.  

The S/N ratios for MRR are calculated as given in Equation 1.1. Taguchi method is used to 

analysis the result of response of machining parameter for larger is better criteria. 

η =  −10 log [ 
1

𝑛 
 ∑ 𝑌𝑖𝑛

𝑖=1
-2 ]          (1.1) 

The S/N ratios for TWR are calculated as given in Equation 1.2. Taguchi method is used 

to analysis the result of response of machining parameter for smaller is better (SB) criteria. 

η =  −10 log [ 
1

𝑛 
 ∑ 𝑌𝑖𝑛

𝑖=1
2 ]          (1.2) 

 

Where η denotes the S/N ratios calculated from observed values, 𝑌𝑖 represents the 

experimentally observed value of the ith experiment and n=1 is the repeated number of each 

experiment. 

 

2.2 Methodology: 

Schematic flow chart showing overview of Taguchi Method is shown in figure 3. 
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Fig. 2: Flowchart of Taguchi method 

  

2.3 Selection of Control Factors to be Considered in the Experiment: 

In this study machining parameters such as discharge current, pulse on time and pulse off time. The 

response variables were material removal rate, tool wear rate and surface roughness. Experimental trials are 

conducted based on  L16 orthogonal array. Table 1 show that control factors and their levels. 

 
Table 1: Control factors and their levels 

 

Factors 

 

Symbol 

 

Level 1 

 

Level 2 

 

Level 3 

 

Level 4  

 
Discharge Current(amps) 

 
A 

 
2.5 

 
4.1 

 
5.3 

 
6.2 

 

Pulse on time(µs) 

 

Ton 

 

3.3 

 

4.3 

 

4.9 

 

5.3 

 

Pulse off time(µs)  

 

Toff 

 

3.4 

 

4.4 

 

5 

 

5.3 

 

3.1 Experimental trials: 

The experimental trials are conducted based on L16 taguchi orthogonal array and the experimental values 

are shown in table 3. Minitab software is employed for analysis of experimental values. Material removal rate is 

expressed as the ratio of the difference of weight of the work piece before and after machining to the machining 

time and density of the material. Tool wear rate is expressed as the ratio of the difference of weight of the tool 

before and after machining to the machining time. The surface roughness vales are measured by mitutyo surface 

roughness tester. 

 
Table 3: Experimental trials 

Run  I 

amps 

 TON 

µs 

 TOFF 

µs 

MRR 

(mm3/min)  

TWR 

(gm/min) 

 

Ra 

(µm) 

1 2.5 3.3 3.4 5.755 0.0030 3.95 

2 2.5 4.3 4.4 8.626 0.0050 2.80 

3 2.5 4.9 5 9.595 0.0070 2.61 

4 2.5 5.3 5.3 8.641 0.0140 4.50 

5 3.1 3.3 4.4 13.706 0.0100 3.49 

6 3.1 4.3 3.4 11.611 0.0190 4.04 

7 3.1 4.9 5.3 12.068 0.0060 3.90 

8 3.1 5.3 5 9.355 0.0150 4.95 

9 3.3 3.3 5 7.001 0.0060 4.75 

10 3.3 4.3 5.3 8.611 0.0040 2.78 

11 3.3 4.9 3.4 7.452 0.0120 3.25 

12 3.3 5.3 4.4 8.505 0.0110 7.40 

13 3.5 3.3 5.3 11.266 0.0050 4.45 

14 3.5 4.3 5 16.302 0.0122 8.22 

15 3.5 4.9 4.4 9.379 0.0120 3.84 

16 3.5 5.3 3.4 15.430 0.0152 6.24 

 

Conclusion  

Design Taguchi orthogonal array design 

Conduct experiment as per matrix design 

Analyze data: Determine optimimum level of 
experiment factors 

Determine experiment goal 
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3.2 Optimal solution  for material removal rate: 

The  main effect plot for S/N ratio of MRR is shown in figure 3.The discharge current (A) is directly 

proportional to MRR .This is expected because an increase in pulse current produces strong spark, which 

produces the higher temperature, causing more material to melt and erode from the work piece. Besides, it is 

clearly evident that the other factor does not influence much as compared to discharge current [3]. But, with 

increase in discharge current, MRR will increase slightly. The optimal machining  parameters for MRR   is 

discharge current = 6.2 amps, pulse on time= 5.3  µs and Pulse off time=4.4 µs. 

 

 
Fig. 3: Main effect plot for MRR 

 

3.3 Optimal Solution  For Tool Wear Rate: 

The main effect plot for S/N ratio of TWR is shown in figure 4. Increasing in the discharge current result in 

increase of tool wear rate. Due to increase in  discharge current, the pulse energy increases and thus more heat 

energy is produced in the copper electrode and  work piece interface, that leads to increase in  melting and 

evaporation of the electrode. The optimal machining parameters for TWR is discharge current = 2.5 amps, pulse 

on time= 3.3  µs and Pulse off time=3.4 µs 

 

 
Fig. 4: Main effect plot for TWR 

 

3.4 Optimal solution  for surface roughness: 

The main effect plot for S/N ratio of surface roughness is shown in Figure 5. Roughness parameters present 

a good adjustment to a linear relation as a function of current intensity, with a worse surface finish for the higher 

values of current intensity. The influence of each control factor is represented in the response graphs clearly. As 

seen in the S/N ratio effects graph, the slope of the line which connects between the levels can clearly shows the 

power of influence of each control factor. The optimal machining parameters for Ra is discharge current = 

2.5amps, pulse on time= 4.9 µs and Pulse off time=5.3 µs.  
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Fig. 5: Main effect plot for surface roughness 

 

Conclusion: 

Based on experimental work, carried out on p20 mould steel with copper electrode the following 

conclusions are made. 

a) The discharge current is the most dominant parameter influencing the material removal rate. The 

material removal rate increases linearly with increasing of discharge current. The optimum combination of 

machining parameters for material removal rate is discharge current = 6.2 amps, pulse on time= 5.3 µs and Pulse 

off time=4.4 µs. 

b) Both pulse on time and pulse off time play a crucial role in influencing the tool wear rate. The optimum 

combination of machining parameters for tool wear rate  is discharge current = 2.5amps, pulse on time= 3.3 µs 

and pulse off time=3.4 µs. 

c) Pulse off time is the most significant parameter influencing the surface roughness followed by pulse on 

time and discharge current. The optimum combination of machining parameters for surface roughness is 

discharge current = 2.5amps, pulse on time= 4.9 µs and pulse off time=5.3 µs. 
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